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Abstract
In the present paper, we aim to specify a p-adic continuous function for an odd prime
inside a p-adic q-analog of the extended Dedekind-type sums of higher order
according to extended q-Euler polynomials (or weighted q-Euler polynomials) which
is derived from a fermionic p-adic q-deformed integral on Zp.
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1 Introduction
Let p be chosen as a ﬁxed odd prime number. In this paper Zp, Qp, C and Cp will, respec-
tively, denote the ring of p-adic rational integers, the ﬁeld of p-adic rational numbers, the
complex numbers, and the completion of an algebraic closure of Qp.
Let vp be a normalized exponential valuation of Cp by
|p|p = p–vp(p) = p .
When one talks of a q-extension, q is variously considered as an indeterminate, a com-
plex number q ∈ C or a p-adic number q ∈ Cp. If q ∈ C, we assume that |q| < . If q ∈ Cp,
we assume that | – q|p <  (see, for details, [–]).





= (–q)a ( + q) + qpn ,
which can be extended to a measure on Zp (for details, see [–]).
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et +  , |t| < π
(for details, see []). In the case x =  in (), then we have E˜(α)n,q() := E˜(α)n,q , which are called
extended q-Euler numbers (or weighted q-Euler numbers).
































Moreover, for d ∈N with d ≡  (mod),
E˜(α)n,q(x) =












For any positive integer h, k andm, Dedekind-type DC sums are given by Kim in [, ],









where Em(x) aremth periodic Euler functions.
Kim [] derived some interesting properties for Dedekind-type DC sums and consid-
ered a p-adic continuous function for an odd prime number to contain a p-adic q-analog
of the higher order Dedekind-type DC sums kmSm+(h,k). Simsek [] gave a q-analog of
Dedekind-type sums and derived interesting properties. Furthermore, Araci et al. stud-
ied Dedekind-type sums in accordance with modiﬁed q-Euler polynomials with weight
α [], modiﬁed q-Genocchi polynomials with weight α [], and weighted q-Genocchi
polynomials [].
Recently, weighted q-Bernoulli numbers and polynomials were ﬁrst deﬁned by Kim in
[]. Next, many mathematicians, by utilizing Kim’s paper [], have introduced various
generalization of some known special polynomials such as Bernoulli polynomials, Euler
polynomials, Genocchi polynomials, and so on, which are called weighted q-Bernoulli,
weighted q-Euler, and weighted q-Genocchi polynomials in [, , –].
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By the same motivation of the above knowledge, we give a weighted p-adic q-analog of
the higher order Dedekind-typeDC sums kmSm+(h,k) which are derived from a fermionic
p-adic q-deformed integral on Zp.
2 Extended q-Dedekind-type sums associated with extended q-Euler
polynomials
Let w be the Teichmüller character (modp). For x ∈ Z∗p := Zp/pZp, set



























































Let [·] be the Gauss symbol and let {x} = x – [x]. Thus, we are now ready to introduce















































































m, (hM)k : qk
)
, ()
where (hM)k denotes the integer x such that ≤ x < n and x≡ α (modk).
It is not diﬃcult to indicate the following:
∫
Zp














( – qαm(ξ+ x+im )
 – qαm
)k
dμqm (ξ ). ()
























dμqpN (ξ ). ()










































where (p–a)N denotes the integer x with ≤ x <N , px≡ a (modN) andm is integer with


































where p  k and p  hm for each M. Thus, we give the following deﬁnition, which seems
interesting for further studying the theory of Dedekind sums.
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Deﬁnition  Let h, k be positive integer with (h,k) = , p  k. For s ∈ Zp, we deﬁne a p-adic
Dedekind-type DC sums as follows:
J˜ (α)p,q
(














As a result of the above deﬁnition, we state the following theorem.
Theorem . For m + ≡  (modp – ) and (p–a)N denotes the integer x with ≤ x <N ,
px≡ a (modN), then we have
J˜ (α)p,q
(























In the special case α = , our applications in theory of Dedekind sums resemble Kim’s
results in []. These results seem to be interesting for further studies as in [, ] and [].
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